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Abstract Conserving large populations with unique

adaptations is essential for minimizing extinction risks.

Sundarban mangroves ([10,000 km2) are the only man-

grove inhabited by tigers. Baseline information about this

tiger population is lacking due to its man-eating reputation

and logistic difficulties of sampling. Herein, we adapt

photographic capture-mark-recapture (CMR) and distance

sampling to estimate tiger and prey densities. We placed

baited camera stations in a typical mangrove in 2010 and

2012. We used telemetry based tiger home-range radius

(5.73 km, SE 0.72 km) to estimate effective trapping area

(ETA). An effort of 407 and 1073 trap nights were exerted

to photocapture 10 and 22 unique tigers in 2010 and 2012.

We accounted for use of bait by modelling behaviour and

heterogeneity effects in program MARK and secr package

in program R. Using traditional CMR, tiger number was

estimated at 11 (SE 2) and density at 4.07 (SE range

3.09–5.17) in 2010 while in 2012, tiger number was 24 (SE

3) and density 4.63 (SE range 3.92–5.40) tigers/100 km2.

With likelihood based spatially explicit CMR, tiger den-

sities were estimated at 4.08 (SE 1.51) in 2010 and 5.81

(SE 1.24) tigers/100 km2 in 2012. Using distance sampling

along water channels, we estimated chital density at 5.24/

km2, SE 1.23 which could potentially support 4.68 tigers/

100 km2 [95 % CI (3.92, 5.57)]. Our estimates suggest that

Sundarban tiger population is one of the largest in the

world and therefore merits high conservation status.
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Carnivore carrying capacity � Mangrove � Prey density �
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Introduction

Anthropogenic pressures are increasingly fragmenting and

disconnecting tiger occupied forest patches all over Asia.

The future persistence of this species depends upon con-

servation measures rooted in protecting ‘‘representative,

redundant, and resilient’’ populations across the historical

range over which it has evolved (Sanderson et al. 2006).

Since such diverse habitats are likely to produce dissimilar

ecological adaptations and dynamics, it is not justified to

focus only on large tiger populations (Dinerstein et al.

1997). One such habitat, the mangroves, is exclusively

represented by Sundarban that supports one of the largest

tiger populations across India and Bangladesh (Jhala et al.

2011). Sundarban tigers differ in morphology from that of

their geographically closest conspecifics (P. tigris tigris,

Linnaeus and P. tigris corbetti, Mazak) (Barlow 2009) and

represent, at the least, an Evolutionary Significant Unit

(Singh et al. 2015). The ambit of conserving Sundarban

extends beyond its charismatic species. Sundarban has the

distinction of being the largest (10,263 km2) and most

diverse mangrove forest in the world, spanning across India

and Bangladesh (Chaudhuri and Choudhury 1994). These

mangroves play a critical role in coastal ecology by

buffering inlands from cyclones, stabilising sediments and

aiding land maturation (Blasco et al. 1996). This tiger

habitat is also in close proximity to one of the densest
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(1437.4 persons/km2, Qureshi et al. 2006) and poorest

(Kanjilal et al. 2010) human populations, where many local

communities derive substantial portion of their livelihood

from harvesting forest products like fish, giant tiger shrimp

(Penaeus monodon, Fabricius) and honey (Blair 1990;

Rahman 2000; Islam and Wahab 2005). Interestingly, the

fate of Sundarban tiger is intertwined with local liveli-

hoods, and mangrove conservation. However, Sundarban

faces a precarious future primarily due to a rising sea level,

coastal squeeze (Loucks et al. 2010) and water pollution. In

Sundarban, human-tiger conflicts involving attack and

killing by the tiger are more recurrent than in any other

tiger area of the world (Neumann-Denzau and Denzau

2010). Chakrabarti (1992) estimated that about 36 people

were killed each year in the Indian Sundarban. In Ban-

gladesh Sundarban, Barlow et al. (2013) estimated a mean

of 22 human deaths per year. Ironically, the infamous

‘‘man-eating’’ tiger has been the archetypal symbol of this

mangrove forest and it is this fear that is partly responsible

for the continual survival of Sundarban forests by min-

imising overexploitation of forest resources.

Survival of threatened taxa in today’s world largely

depends on research informed management actions, aug-

mented with systematic monitoring of their population

status (Yoccoz et al. 2001). However, rigorous scientific

research on Sundarban tigers is scarce due to the logistic

constraints imposed by a difficult to work environment

coupled with the ever present threat of being killed by

tigers. This has led to a paucity of information on their

basic ecology and population parameters. Past efforts of

estimating tiger abundance in this region have reported

densities ranging from as high as 23.5/100 km2 (Barlow

2009) to as low as 0.7/100 km2 (SD 1.67) (Karanth and

Nichols 2000) while the reserve management (West Bengal

Forest Department) claimed 250 tigers (a density of

20/100 km2) (Mukherjee 2005). These discrepancies can

be attributed to less reliable exercises based on untested

assumptions, and have in turn impeded the assessment of

management efficacy towards conserving this population.

In this paper we used standard capture-mark-recapture

with camera traps to obtain reliable estimates of tiger

abundance in the Sundarban. Information from radio-col-

lared tigers was used to delineate the study area so as to

achieve geographic closure and obtain a more reliable

estimate of effective trapping area. We conducted a pilot

study in an area of about 270 km2 in Sundarban Tiger

Reserve in 2010 to assess the feasibility of camera trap-

ping. After successful implementation of this exercise, the

camera trapped area was enlarged in 2012 to about

518 km2. We also estimated prey densities using boat

transects by distance sampling to investigate if our esti-

mated tiger abundance could be supported by the available

prey base (Hayward et al. 2007). This study used rigorous

scientific techniques to provide a reliable estimate of tiger

and prey abundance for a unique mangrove habitat, which

is the first step towards understanding their ecology and

developing effective conservation strategies.

Methodology

Study area

Indian Sundarban (21�310–22�300N and 88�100–89�510E)
comprises 41 % of the entire Sundarban landscape

(Chaudhuri and Choudhury 1994). In recognition of its

ecological and cultural significance, it has been brought

under legal framework as a tiger reserve which encom-

passes a wildlife sanctuary, a national park and its buffer

zone. Sundarban is also recognized as a World Heritage

Site and a biosphere reserve. Sundarban is the most eco-

logically important tidal forest in India with around 35

mangrove species and 117 other halophytic mangrove

associates (Qureshi et al. 2006). Prey species of tigers in

the region are chital (Axis axis, Erxleben) and wild pig (Sus

scrofa, Linnaeus) (Khan 2004) and also purportedly

include Rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta, Zimmermann),

lesser adjutant stork (Leptoptilos javanicus, Horsfield),

water monitor lizard (Varanus salvator, Laurenti), crabs

and fishes (De 1990). The landscape is criss-crossed by

varying widths of water channels and is subjected to daily

tidal fluctuations. The tidal range also changes with the

lunar cycle. At spring tides, during the time of full and new

moon, the tidal range and water speed reach a maximum,

covering a major portion of the landmass with tidal water

for a few hours. During neap tides, occurring at the first and

third quarter moon phases, tidal range is significantly

reduced and water speed is weaker (Kvale 2006). We

conducted this study during 2010–2012 in the West Range

of the Sundarban Tiger Reserve which is a core tiger

conservation area and a typical mangrove habitat.

Estimating tiger abundance

Field methods

We used camera trap based photographic capture-recapture

analysis to estimate tiger abundance (Karanth and Nichols

1998). We had previously tagged four individuals (one

female and three males) with GPS PLUS Iridium satellite

collars (VECTRONIC Aerospace GMbH, Berlin, Ger-

many). We found that tigers rarely crossed channels greater

than 1 km width (Y. V. Jhala et al., unpublished data).

Therefore, we chose a study area for camera trap popula-

tion estimation that was bound on almost all sides

by[1 km wide channels to ensure short-term geographic
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population closure and minimise the uncertainty associated

with our effective sampling area. Although camera traps

are usually deployed on tiger frequented trails to optimize

detection probability, it was infeasible to conduct extensive

foot surveys due to the omnipresent threat from tigers and

lack of trails due to tidal effects. Hence, we located trap-

ping stations by boats in accessible areas with ample vis-

ibility to minimize chances of lethal encounters with tigers.

We lured tigers to our camera stations with food (meat—2

to 5 kg) (Fig. 1a) and fresh water as bait (Fig. 1b) to

maximise photo-capture rates (Gerber et al. 2012; du Preez

et al. 2014). We also oriented tigers to approach baits using

nets and cut vegetation so as to obtain both flank pictures

for individual identification (Fig. 1a). We used passive

infra-red Moultrie Game Spy D—40 Digital Game cameras

(Moultrie Feeders, Alabama, USA). We set up 11 camera

trap stations during October 24–December 17 in 2010 in

about 270 km2 area and 30 stations during February 12–

April 6 in 2012 in a larger area of about 518 km2. The

distance between adjacent camera stations were maintained

at 2–4 km to ensure no large ‘‘holes’’ were left in the study

area (Karanth and Nichols 1998). Trapping stations com-

prised of two cameras, at 40–45 cm height from the

ground, facing each other across a maximum distance of

8 m to capture both flanks of the animal. To minimize

damage to cameras due to submergence during spring high

tide when water levels rose by a few meters, we deployed

them for 9–10 neap tide days when the high tide water

levels were low, and removed them for the next 4–5 spring

tide days when water levels reached maximum height,

continuing this cycle for a maximum of 55 days in both

years to maintain demographic closure. We inspected sta-

tions after every 2 days for ensuring proper functioning of

cameras and replenishing the baits to minimize spatio-

temporal heterogeneity in tiger visitation among stations

(Gerber et al. 2012).

Analytical methods

We used photographs of tigers more than 1 year of age for

analysis as younger animals rarely accompany mothers on

foraging trips and are underrepresented in camera trap

studies (Karanth and Nichols 1998). They are also the most

vulnerable cohort to mortality events in the short term. We

identified individual tigers by their stripe patterns and their

detection history across sampling occasions was summa-

rized into a standard ‘‘X matrix’’ (Otis et al. 1978). We

defined each discrete sampling occasion as a 24-h period

starting at 0000 h. We estimated population abundance

within the trapped area (N̂) in the conventional way using

program MARK v 6.2 (White and Burnham 1999). We

formulated capture–recapture models that assumed (a) con-

stant detectability (Mo), (b) behavioural response of tigers to

camera trapping (Mb), (c) heterogeneity of detectability

between individuals (Mh), or (d) combined effect of

heterogeneity and behavioral response on detection (Mbh).

Due to small number of photo-captured tigers, and since we

used the same methods in 2010 and 2012, the detection

probability of tigers would likely be the same between the

years. By borrowing information on detection probability

(Lebreton et al. 1992; Williams et al. 2002) from both years,

we would have a more robust estimate. While building

models, we therefore allowed detection probability param-

eters to vary or remain constant between years. We selected

the model with minimal Akaike Information Criteria cor-

rected for sample size (AICc, Akaike 1974) for inference.

To accommodate model uncertainty we used multi-model

inference, wherein we use AIC weighted average estimates

from models differing by 2 DAIC units (Burnham and

Anderson 2002). For estimating the spatial coverage of the

trappable population, we added a buffer of 5.73 (SE 0.72)

Fig. 1 a A radio-collared tiger photocaptured on a baited station in

the Sundarban Tiger Reserve. b. A photocaptured tiger drinking fresh

water at a baited camera trap station in the Sundarban Tiger Reserve.

Note the net and cut vegetation in the background used to orient the

approach of the tiger to the baited station
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km (the average home range radius obtained from 95 %

fixed kernel areas of four radiocollared tigers) around the

minimum bounding polygon joining the outermost camera

traps (Jhala et al. 2011). Channels wider than 1 km width

were masked out in the effective trapping area (dETA) cal-

culation. The estimate of variability on dETA was obtained

by buffering the minimal bounding polygon with a buffer of

one standard error on home-range radius and subsequent

removal of non-tiger habitat from the computation in Arc-

GIS 9.3 (ESRI 2011). The conventional population density

(D̂) was then estimated as N̂=dETA. The variability in tiger

density (Karanth and Nichols 1998) is typically computed

by combining the variability in population estimates with

the variability in dETA by using the delta method (Seber

1973). However, this approach assumes a uniform buffer

around the dETA and does not account for the associated

patchiness in tiger habitat and non-habitat. Therefore, we

computed the potential variation in tiger density in a geo-

graphical information system (GIS), wherein, the lower

limit of tiger population was divided by the upper estimate

of effective area (obtained from the GIS analysis) to esti-

mate the lower limit of tiger density while the higher limit

of tiger population was divided by the lower effective area

to estimate the upper tiger density limit.

Spatially explicit capture-recapture models (SECR; Efford

2004; Borchers and Efford 2008) estimate density directly

from the spatial capture histories thereby avoiding the use of

ad hoc estimation of ETA done in traditional capture-recap-

ture studies. SECR uses spatial histories of individual animals

to construct centre of activity from where its detection

declines as we move away. This process is modelled by two

parameters—(1) g0, the detection probability at the activity

centre and (2) sigma, the spatial movement parameter. We

implemented SECR analysis in the maximum likelihood

framework using the secr package (Efford 2015) in program

R v 3.1.3 (R Core Team 2015). We created two matrices that

summarized the spatio-temporal detection history of indi-

viduals and the spatio-temporal layout of the traps. We used

proximity detectors specifying a buffer of 18 km. We used a

habitat mask wherein, we removed areas outside the tempo-

rary hard boundaries demarcated by water channels[1 km

width (Fig. 2). Similar to the abundance estimation, we esti-

mated tiger density of the 2 years separately, while borrowing

the information on g0 and sigma from both years. We mod-

elled g0 as constant (null), influenced by behaviour (b, where

capture and recapture probabilities for tigers differ), and with

trap-specific behaviour (bk, where the capture and recapture

at specific traps differ) and sigma as constant (null) or with

two group heterogeneity (h2, differing in their movement

patterns as two groups). The decline in detection as we move

away from the activity centre was modelled using a half-

normal distribution function.We then selected themodel with

minimal Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike 1974) as the

best model.

Prey density and carrying capacity

To estimate prey density, we conducted distance sampling

along river channels based on boat transects cruising at

5 km/h in 2011, 2012 and 2013. During boat surveys, we

recorded the perpendicular distance of animal groups and

the channel bank edge from the observer (in order to remove

the non-habitat water) with range finder Scout DX 1000 Arc

(Bushnell, Missouri, USA), and the animal group size. Data

on perpendicular distances of observations from the water

edge to the animal, pooled across years, was used to esti-

mate density in program DISTANCE v 6.0 (Thomas et al.

2009). We truncated observations[75 m after detecting

signs of peaking, and fitted half-normal and hazard rate

functions with cosine and polynomial adjustments. We

selected the model with minimum Akaike Information

Criterion (Akaike 1974) to estimate the global detection

probability, thereafter obtaining annual densities by post-

stratification (see Thomas et al. 2010). We used the equa-

tion developed by Hayward et al. (2007) for lions to esti-

mate the carrying capacity of Sundarban for tigers since

tigers and lions have similar food requirements and both are

apex predators. The prey population biomass was estimated

as three-fourth of the average female weight of the prey

species multiplied by the average prey density (Hayward

et al. 2007). We used only chital density to compute the

carrying capacity since wild pig, rhesus macaque and lesser

adjutant stork constituted less than 5 % of the prey biomass.

We used the lower and upper confidence limits on chital

density to compute the lower and upper limits of the

potential carrying capacity of the study area.

Results

Tiger abundance

Our sampling efforts comprised of 37 occasions (in both

years) with an effort of 407 trap nights in 2010 and 1073

trap nights in 2012. Number of unique tigers captured

(Mt?1) was 10 in 2010 and 22 in 2012. The models in

increasing order of AIC were-

Mbh AIC 772:80ð Þ�Mh AIC 773:79ð Þ\Mb AIC 807:04ð Þ
\Mo AIC 820:05ð Þ

The combined effects of individual heterogeneity and

behavioural response to traps (Mbh) model was the best

model and the next best model (DAIC 0.98) was the model
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incorporating individual heterogeneity (Mh) keeping the

detection parameters constant across the years. Model

averaged estimate of abundance (N̂) from the two most

likely models were 11 (SE 2) in 2010 and 24 (SE 3) in 2012

(Table 1).

The dETA was estimated at 270 (SE range 251–291) km2

for 2010 and 518 (SE range 500–535) km2 (Fig. 2) for

2012 that gave density estimates of 4.07 (SE range

3.09–5.17) and 4.63 (SE range 3.92–5.40) tigers/100 km2

for the 2 years respectively.

Fig. 2 Camera trap station locations, model inference space for spatially explicit capture-mark-recapture and effective trapping area for

estimating tiger density in the Sundarban Tiger Reserve during 2010 and 2012. The inset map shows the location of the tiger reserve in India
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In SECR, the model with g0 having trap-specific beha-

vioural response and sigma best explained as a 2-mixture

heterogeneity was selected as the best model (Table 2).

Tiger densities estimated by these models were 4.08 (SE

1.51) in 2010 and 5.81 (SE 1.24) tigers/100 km2 in 2012.

Prey density and carrying capacity

The total survey effort for distance sampling was 851 km

over 3 years with maximum number of sightings obtained

for chital (Table 3).

For chital density, the hazard model with cosine

adjustment was the best fit model. The global density taken

over the three years was 5.24 (SE 1.23) chital/km2. After

poststratification by years, chital densities were estimated

at 3.88 (SE 2.11)/km2 in 2011, 6.88 (SE 1.88)/km2 in 2012

and 4.94 (SE 1.32)/km2 in 2013 (Table 4).

Based on chital biomass the carrying capacity was

estimated at 4.68 tigers/100 km2 [95 % CI (3.92, 5.57)].

Discussion

This study generated the first-ever reliable estimate of tiger

abundance for the obscure yet ecologically significant

Sundarban that will serve as a benchmark for developing

conservation targets and plans. Tiger numbers in Sundar-

ban had been traditionally derived using the ‘‘pugmark

census’’ technique (Choudhury 1970, 1972), wherein

plaster casts of the left hind paw were acquired on creek

banks and compared to identify individuals based on per-

ceived differences in pugmark shape and size metrics,

yielding estimates of 296 tigers in 1989 (Chakrabarti 1992)

for the Indian Sundarban. Karanth et al. (2003) critically

reviewed the shortcomings of this technique, and pointed

out that poor quality of pugmark tracings, differences

between personnel skills and the biologically unrealistic

assumption that all tigers can be detected, have led to

inaccurate estimates of tiger numbers. In Sundarban, this

technique has additionally led to high probability of

misidentifying the same tiger as different individuals due to

Table 1 Abundance estimates of tigers from capture-mark-recapture

analysis in MARK in Sundarban mangrove forests. Model averaged

parameter estimates from best models (Mbh and Mh)

Parameter 2010 2012

Mt?1 10 22

Recaptured individuals 6 18

Total number of camera stations 11 29

Traps where tigers were captured 9 29

Population estimate N̂ 11 (SE 2) 24 (SE 3)

Group probability (pi) 0.38 (SE 0.11)

Capture probability of group 1 (p1) 0.05 (SE 0.02)

Capture probability of group 2 (p2) 0.05 (SE 0.02)

Recapture probability of group 1 (c1) 0.26 (SE 0.03)

Recapture probability of group 2 (c1) 0.06 (SE 0.02)

Parameter estimates are averaged for models Mbh and Mh with AIC

model weights Mbh at 0.654, and Mh as 0.346 for the pooled tiger

captures of 2010 and 2012

Table 2 Density estimates of tigers from Non-spatial traditional capture-mark-recapture using home-range radius for computing ETA and

Spatially explicit capture-recapture models, in Sundarban mangrove forests

Year Non-spatial estimates Spatially explicit estimates

Minimum

bounding

polygon

(km2)

Effective

trapping area

(km2)

Density [tigers/

100 km2 (SE)]

Best model Sigma (r) in km (SE)

and group 1

probability

(p1) (SE)

g0 (SE) Density

[tigers/

100 km2

(SE)]

2010 104 270 (SE range

251–291)

4.07 (SE range

3.09–5.17)a
D (year), g0 (bk), r
(h2)

r1 = 2.56 (0.26);

r2 = 6.74 (1.20);

p1 = 0.91 (0.06)

0.026

(0.01)

4.08 (1.51)

2012 372 518 (SE range

500–535)

4.63 (SE range

3.92–5.40)a
5.81 (1.24)

a See Table 1 for model details

Table 3 Survey effort and

number of groups sighted for

different species in the

Sundarban mangroves for

estimating density by program

DISTANCE

Year Total effort (km) Number of individual groups sighted

Chital Wild pig Rhesus macaque Lesser adjutant stork

2011 64 4 – 1 2

2012 327 34 1 6 8

2013 460 37 1 8 3

Total 851 75 2 15 13
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distortion/degradation of pugmarks caused by muddy

conditions of substrate and constant tidal action on creek

banks. Later, Karanth and Nichols (2000) carried out

camera trapping based capture-recapture in a subset of this

landscape, reporting average tiger density of 0.7 tigers/

100 km2 (SD 1.67). The major shortcoming of this study

arose from large and varying distances between neigh-

boring camera traps, creating sampling holes, wherein

residing individuals would be completely missed. This

violates a critical assumption of conventional capture-re-

capture models that every individual should have non-zero

probability of detection, and leads to negatively biased

abundance estimate. Accuracy and precision of the study

was further affected due to very low captures and no

recaptures. Barlow (2009) estimated the tiger density at

23.5 tigers/100 km2 in Bangladesh Sundarban using the

mean 95 % fixed kernel female home range, assuming

female territories to be exclusive and the sex ratio of

Sundarban tigers to be similar to that observed in Chitwan,

Nepal. He derived the population abundance of 335–1000

tigers in Bangladesh Sundarban by extrapolating the

derived density across the total landmass of Bangladesh

Sundarban (Barlow 2009). This number is questionable

since it is based on untested assumptions of exclusive tiger

territories and an application of an adult sex ratio from

Chitwan, Nepal. Besides, the radiotelemetry data on which

it is based comes from only two tigresses that were tracked

for short durations. It is also believed that these tigresses

occupied an unusually high prey density area that was not

representative of the larger Sundarban landscape.

By repeating our camera trap exercise in the same area

in subsequent years in a reasonably large and representa-

tive area of Sundarban, we demonstrate that tiger density is

much lower than that reported by Barlow (2009) and

higher than that reported by Karanth and Nichols (2000).

With the use of (a) appropriate camera spacing which

minimised the chances of missing resident tigers, (b) baits

to lure and maximise tiger photo-captures, (c) selecting a

suitable study area so as to ensure geographic closure and

reduce the uncertainty associated with ETA, (d) explicitly

modelling for differential capture and recapture probabil-

ities due to baits as well as accounting for spatial hetero-

geneity in our analysis, and by (e) investigating if tiger

density generated through camera trap based CMR is

comparable with tiger abundance obtained from an inde-

pendent assessment of prey based carrying capacity, we

were able to achieve and demonstrate the reliability of our

estimates.

The rewards for camera visitation (food and water) were

small compared to the tiger’s requirements and were

replenished only after 2–3 days. Therefore, we believe that

tiger movement, if at all altered, would be only at local

scales. By modelling sigma, the movement parameter, andT
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g0, the detection probability in SECR, for spatial hetero-

geneity and behaviour effects, we effectively accounted for

the use of attractants. Furthermore, as demonstrated, SECR

approach gave comparable results to the non-spatial esti-

mate by traditional capture-mark-recapture analysis

wherein GPS telemetry based home range radius of

radiocollared tigers was used to buffer the camera bound-

ing polygon further supporting our tiger density estimates.

Additionally, there may be reservations about whether

individuals residing outside the study area may get attrac-

ted to the camera traps by the usage of baits, thereby

temporarily inflating the density. In our study, chances of

attracting individuals outside the survey area were min-

imised by overseeing that the buffer between the outermost

traps and the effective trapping area was larger than the

distance over which traps can be detected (du Preez et al.

2014). We also delimited the study area by hard boundaries

on three sides and included the adjacent sanctuary area of

326 km2 in the north as model inference space for SECR

and ETA in non spatial models, and are therefore quite

certain that use of attractants did not inflate local tiger

density. Gerber et al. (2012) and du Preez et al. (2014) have

further shown that in territorial animals like the Malagasy

civet (Fossa fossana, Müller) and the leopard (Panthera

pardus, Linnaeus), even if the baits were to work at great

distances, the species’ inherent territoriality would stop

outsiders from frequenting the traps located in their terri-

tories. This same argument can be extended to the tigers as

well, thereby forming a ‘‘biological’’ barrier (du Preez et al.

2014) against intruders from outside the trapped area.

Our study shows that camera trapping can be an effec-

tive tool for monitoring tigers in Sundarban with an

appropriate design in combination with usage of attrac-

tants. The estimated densities using both the non-spatial,

conventional home range radius to demarcate dETA as well

as the spatially explicit model are reliable and robust

estimates as they are similar to the predicted carrying

capacity considering chital as the only prey. The traditional

CMR density estimates matched those obtained by SECR,

this was likely because our study area was geographically

closed due to water channels bordering it on most sides.

Since our study area was representative of the mangrove

forest of Sundarban, we believe that extrapolating this

density to the entire tiger occupied mangrove forest (Jhala

et al. 2011) of Sundarban could be justified so as to obtain a

crude estimate of tiger numbers. Considering tigers to be

occupying about 6000 km2 across Indian and Bangladesh

Sundarban, the potential total number of tigers would be

about 300 (SE 68). Given this conservative estimate of the

population size and the contiguous nature and size of the

Sundarban mangrove forests across India and Bangladesh,

this tiger population would be one of the largest tiger

populations in the world and may have a high probability

of population persistence for the long-term. The biggest

peril to this landscape, given the comparatively lower risk

of habitat destruction by humans, is the rising sea level due

to climate change which threatens to submerge 96 % of the

landmass and can have severe effect on tiger numbers in

this isolated population (Loucks et al. 2010). Sundarban are

the only mangrove forests in the world where the tiger

lives, so if we are to save this uniquely adapted tiger and its

landscape, conservation strategies must be executed at

global (limiting carbon emissions), regional (cross-country

cooperation between India and Bangladesh) and local

scales (control of poaching) (Loucks et al. 2010).
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